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 1.)   God has PROVIDED everything we need in order to       

   EXPERIENCE abundant life.  In Christ, He has already given us  

   ALL THINGS that pertain to life and godliness.  His desire for us  

   above all things is that we PROSPER and be in HEALTH even as 

   our souls prosper.  God has us COVERED spiritually,      

   emotionally, physically, financially, socially, in business and in   

   EVERY WAY we can think of. 

   A.)   Although God WILLS our success and provisions have been  

     MADE for us, we have an enemy whose main AIM and    

     PURPOSE is to prevent us from experiencing what God wills 

     for us to enjoy.   JOHN 10:10. 

 2.)   What God has provided must be TAKEN by force. 

   A.)  DEUT. 26:1  They were to COME to the land, POSSESS the 

     land, and DWELL in the land. 

   B.)   EX. 23:20-26  God had more for them than         

     DELIVERANCE from slavery.  He had a place of      

     BLESSING for them. 

   C.)   They came to the land but FAILED to possess the land.     

     Therefore, they couldn't EXPERIENCE the land. 

   D.)   The giants were UNBELIEF, fear, lack of INITIATIVE and 

     vision. 

 3.)   God raised up the Joshua Generation - a new breed of people that  

   CAME to the land, POSSESSED the land and EXPERIENCED  

   the blessings of God in the land. 

   A.)  JOSH. 1:1-9 

   B.)  They were people of vision, able to see beyond the SENSE   

     REALM. 

   C.)   People of COURAGE who refused to FEAR, lose heart or  

     be discouraged. 

   D.)   People with INITIATIVE possessing violent, INTENSE,   

     TENACIOUS faith that refused to turn back or quit. 



   E.)   They trusted God from the HEART and leaned not on their  

     own understanding. 

   G.)   They refused to ENTERTAIN or SPEAK the language of   

     the enemy.  "We are not able, we are grasshoppers!" 

   H.)   They remained STEADFAST in faith and patience.  

       HEB. 6:12 

   I.)   They praised God BEFORE seeing any physical       

     manifestation of His power. 

 4.)   This was recorded for our benefit, for us to learn from their     

   experience how to TAKE what belongs to us by the FORCE of   

   faith. 

   A.)   We have our part to play in ATTAINING the benefits of the  

     Cross.  None are AUTOMATICALLY received. 

 5.)   Salvation must be received or taken by force. 

   A.)   ROM. 1:16-17  If the Gospel is the POWER of God that   

     saves, why can people HEAR it and not be saved? 

   B.)  ROM. 10:1-13  One must BELIEVE and one must      

        CONFESS in order to ACTIVATE God's saving grace. 

   C.)   Salvation (GR) Soteria - meaning deliverance, rescue,     

     HEALTH and salvation. 

 6.)  Healing is also received by faith. 

   A.)  In salvation, Paul first gives the FACTS about Jesus, then   

     gives the MEANS by which the facts become a reality. 

   B.)   In Healing, it's important to know the FACTS and then apply  

     the MEANS by which the facts become a reality. 

   C.)  Confession is a KEY FACTOR in activating the power of   

     God. 

 7.)   Some facts about the Father 

   A.)  LOVES His children infinitely more than we love ours. 

   B.)  WILLS  to bless His children in this life and the life to come. 

   C.)   His promises COVER every known need in spirit, soul, and  

     body. 

   D.)  His work for providing these needs has been COMPLETED. 



   E.)   Sent Jesus to carry out His will and make healing      

     POSSIBLE. 

   F.)   Sent His spirit to make the work of Jesus a REALITY.      

     ROM.  8:11 

 8.)   Our understanding of confession can mature. 

   A.)   Orville and Wilbur Wright made history on Dec. 17, 1903   

     when their motorized vehicle defied the Law of Gravity and  

     flew in the air.  Although scientists and mathematicians    

     PROVED that flight was possible years before the event   

     occurred, many who read the facts couldn't believe that    

     flying would ever become a REALITY.  The Wright     

    Brothers BELIEVED the facts and mathematical formulas    

    and built the first flying machine.  When it became airborne,   

    they demonstrated that you must TRUST the facts and ACT   

    on them if you want results.  Also, they didn't get discouraged  

    when their first flight only lasted a short time.  They      

    continued APPLYING the same principles and laws, made   

    adjustments, and got better results and longer flights. 

   B.)   If we want better results, we must CONTINUE studying the  

     FACTS, make ADJUSTMENTS, and not get        

     DISCOURAGED.  Death and life are in the power of the   

     tongue, and confession is made unto healing.  Let's      

     BELIEVE the facts and ask God's help in understanding how 

     to OPERATE more proficiently in this Law of Faith. 

 
 

 


